
 

Answers 
 
 
EXAMPLE 1A – ADAMS  
 
1. How is the ACA Worksheet completed?   
At the top of the ACA Worksheet, answer the first question (asking about Marketplace coverage) No and the second 
question (asking about exemption) No. Since everyone had coverage for every month of the year, mark the first 
bubble for each person to indicate that they had coverage or exemption for the entire year. It doesn’t matter that 
Janey had multiple sources of coverage because she had coverage for at least one day of every month. Ava is 
considered to have had full-year coverage or exemption because she had coverage for the full months after her birth 
(October – December).  
 
2. What is the amount on Form 1040, Line 61? 
Line 61 should be blank. The box should be checked for full-year coverage. 
 
3. Is it necessary to complete Form 8965?  If so, which exemption is claimed and for whom?  
No, it’s not necessary to complete Form 8965 because everyone had coverage in every month in which they had a 
coverage requirement.   
 
EXAMPLE 1B 

 
4. How is the ACA Worksheet completed?   
At the top of the ACA Worksheet, answer the first question (asking about Marketplace coverage) No and the second 
question (asking about exemption) No. For Fred and Sandy, mark the first bubble indicating that they had coverage or 
exemption for the entire year. For Janey, mark the second bubble to note that she had coverage/exemption in some 
months and a shared responsibility payment in other months. Then check the boxes beside January, February and 
March to indicate that an SRP applies in those months. (Based on the information given, she does not appear to be 
eligible for an exemption. Note that Janey does not qualify for the short coverage gap exemption (Code B) because 
her gap in coverage was not less than 3 months.) For Ava, mark the first bubble because she had coverage or 
exemption all year.  
 

 
 
5. What is the amount on Form 1040, Line 61? 
Line 61 is $122. This is 2% of income above the filing threshold for the three months Janey was uninsured. On Page 2 
of the ACA Worksheet, do not add Janey’s income on Line 7 because her income is below the tax filing threshold.   



 

 
 
6. Is it necessary to complete Form 8965? If so, which exemption is claimed and for whom?  
Yes, use Form 8965 to complete an exemption for Ava. In Part III, write her full name and SSN and use Code H for 
months January through August. (She is also eligible for an exemption in September but doesn’t need to claim it 
because she had coverage for at least one day of that month.) An exemption was not necessary in Example 1A 
because we were able to check the box on Line 61 to indicate that everyone on the return had coverage all year. Here, 
we can’t check the box due to Janey’s three months without coverage. Therefore, we need to indicate the exemption 
for the months when Ava did not have a coverage requirement and did not have coverage. See Pub 4012, ACA-6, for 
the description of when to use Code H.  

 

 
 

  



 

EXAMPLE 2 – BACON  

 
1. How is coverage noted on the ACA Worksheet for Jonah? 
Determine that he is eligible for an exemption for having household income below the filing threshold. Then, answer 
the second general question at the top, regarding adding Form 8965, Yes. Also, mark the first bubble to indicate full 
year coverage or exemption.   
 

 
 
2. What is the amount on Form 1040, Line 61? 
Line 61 is blank. 
 
3. Is it necessary to file Form 8965?  If so, which exemption is claimed?  
Yes, it is necessary to file Form 8965. TaxWise will automatically check Yes to claim the exemption on Line 7a if 
household income is below the filing threshold. Always review Form 8965 to make sure it is correct. 

 

 
 
 

  



 

EXAMPLE 3 – CENDRICK  
 
1. Does it matter that Anna has documentation of her own coverage but not of Cindy Lou’s coverage?   
No, it doesn’t matter. If you determine based on the interview that Cindy Lou had coverage, it’s not necessary to see 
the Form 1095-B or -C to prove her months of coverage.  
 
2. Mark enrolled and paid for Cindy Lou’s coverage. Is Anna eligible to report Cindy Lou’s coverage on her 
tax return?  
Yes. Anna is properly claiming her daughter as a dependent and she can report whatever form of health insurance 
coverage her daughter had, even if she didn’t fill out the enrollment paperwork herself and hasn’t been responsible for 
paying the premium. 
 
3. How can Anna obtain evidence of Cindy Lou’s coverage? 
If Anna would like to see evidence of coverage, she can ask Mark for the Form 1095-B or -C indicating Cindy Lou’s 
coverage. But Anna may have other ways to document coverage, such as Cindy Lou’s insurance card or insurance 
benefit statements that show that insurance paid for an office visit or prescription.   
  



 

EXAMPLE 4A – DALLAS   
 
1. How is coverage noted on the ACA Worksheet? 
For Gregory, check the first box to indicate coverage or exemption all year. After completing the Affordability 
Worksheet and discovering her eligibility for the Code A Affordability exemption, do the same for Alice.  
 
2. What is the amount on the Part A, Line 4 of the Affordability Worksheet? 
$3,462. Remember to add $1,008, the amount of Gregory’s salary reduction agreement, on Line 2 to get the correct 
household income in Line 3. 
 

 
 
 
3. What is the amount in the table in Part B of the Affordability Worksheet for January through December? 
$5,096 for each month. This is the cost of the employer-sponsored insurance available to Alice ($98/wk x 52). We use 
the entire yearly cost for each month because we are comparing it to the affordability threshold – an annualized figure. 
Make sure you use an “apples-to-apples” comparison.  
 

 
 
4. Is it necessary to complete Form 8965?  If so, which exemption is claimed?  
Yes, Alice is eligible for the Affordability Exemption (code A), claimed in Part III of Form 8965. She can claim code 
A because the annualized premium of employer-sponsored coverage available to her ($5,096) is greater than the 
affordability threshold ($3,462). 
 
5. What is the amount on Form 1040, Line 61? 
Line 61 is blank. 
 



 

EXAMPLE 4B 
 
6. For January through July, which plan cost is used to determine affordability in the table in Part B of the 
Affordability Worksheet? For August through December?  
When a person has offers of coverage from different sources, look at the priority list on the Affordability Worksheet 
to determine which to use.  
 

 
 
For January to July, use the cost of employer-sponsored coverage offered to Alice from her own employer. 
Remember to annualize the amount ($150/month x 12) since we’re comparing to a percentage of year-end income. 
Each of those months should have the amount $1,800.  
 
For August to December, use the annualized cost of family coverage through Gregory’s employer. That amount is 
$5,096. 
 

 
 
7. For which months is Alice eligible for an exemption? How does she claim it? 
Alice is eligible for an exemption August through December because her cost of coverage is greater than her 
affordability threshold in Part A of the Affordability Worksheet. She is not eligible for an exemption in January 
through July because her insurance cost ($1800) is less than her Affordability threshold ($3,462). 
 
She claims the exemption on Form 8965, Part III, by entering her name, SSN, code A and checking the months 
August through December. 
 
8. How is the ACA Worksheet completed for Alice? 
 



 

 
 
9. What is the amount on Form 1040, Line 61? 
$250 
  



 

EXAMPLE 5A – EVANS  
 
1. What lowest cost bronze plan (LCBP) premium is entered on Line 1 of the Marketplace Affordability 
Worksheet? 
$139. Since Max is not eligible for another exemption or for employer-sponsored coverage, we look at the cost of the 
LCBP available in the Marketplace. We find this using the tool at: www.healthcare.gov/taxes/tools/bronze (or, if you 
have a state-based marketplace, use your state’s tool). When using the tool, remember to follow the instructions for 
calculating the age. Max is 31 years old at the end of the tax year, but enter age 30 into the tool because that was his 
age in the first month of the year when he had neither an offer of employer-sponsored coverage nor an exemption.  
 
2. What second lowest cost silver plan (SLCSP) premium is entered on Line 10 of the Marketplace 
Affordability Worksheet? 
$190. The SLCSP is needed to calculate how much premium tax credit Max would have been eligible for, had he 
applied. This reduces the cost of the LCBP. Use the tool at: www.healthcare.gov/taxes/tools/silver (or, if you have a 
state-based marketplace, use your state’s tool). 
 
This tool serves multiple audiences. Because of that, the language assumes enrollment in a Marketplace plan. For 
example, the tool asks the user to “Select the months in 2014 [2015] that this family member was both enrolled in 
marketplace coverage and wasn’t eligible for other coverage outside the marketplace.” Read this as: “Select the 
months in 2014 [2015] that this family member was uninsured and wasn’t eligible for other coverage outside the 
marketplace.”  We exclude from the SLCSP anyone who is enrolled in or eligible for government-sponsored or employer-
sponsored coverage. It can be difficult to know whether someone might have been eligible for Medicaid, in particular. 
Based on his year-end income, Max would not have been eligible for Medicaid, even though he had no income for 
several months of the year. 
  
3. What number is on Part B, Line 3 of the Affordability Worksheet?  
$96. This number was the result of the Marketplace Affordability Worksheet. (Note that this is the annualized 
premium Max would pay for the LCBP, after taking into account the available premium tax credits.) Since Max’s 
situation didn’t change throughout the year, this annualized premium is entered for January through December. The 
annualized premium Max would pay ($96/year) is less than his affordability threshold in Part A, Line 4 of the 
Affordability Worksheet ($1,409). Therefore, Max does not qualify for an exemption based on affordability. The two 
affordability worksheets were completed to investigate the possibility that Max would qualify for an affordability 
exemption, but since Max doesn’t qualify, Form 8965 is not prepared. On the ACA Worksheet, mark the third bubble 
for no coverage or exemption all year.  
 

 

http://www.healthcare.gov/taxes/tools/bronze
http://www.healthcare.gov/taxes/tools/silver


 

 
4. What is the amount on Form 1040, Line 61? 
$325.  
 

 
 
EXAMPLE 5B 
 
5.  What is the result (Line 4) of the Annualized Premium Worksheet? 
$2,292. The total premium that would have been paid during the part-year period is $1,530 ($85/pay period x 18 pay 
periods). The number of full month in the part-year period is 8 (May through December). The annualized premium is 
$2,292 (or $2,295, depending on rounding). 
 

  
6. Does Max qualify for the affordability exemption for any months of 2015? 
Yes, he qualifies for the affordability exemption in April through December because the annualized premium cost of 
$2,292 for those months is greater than the affordability threshold of $1,409.  
  

 



 

 
 
He claims the exemption on Form 8965, Part III, by entering his name, SSN, code A and checking the months April 
through December. 
 

 
 
7.  What is the amount on Form 1040, Line 61? 
$81.  
 



 

EXAMPLE 6 – GORDON  
  
1. What second lowest cost silver plan (SLCSP) premium is entered on Line 10 of the Marketplace 
Affordability Worksheet?  
Zero. Enter the LCBP on Line 1 of the Marketplace Affordability Worksheet, select that Summer lives in the lower 48 
states, and the worksheet will calculate her income in relation to the federal poverty line. At an income of 111% FPL 
in California, a state that expanded Medicaid, Summer is eligible for Medicaid. Therefore, she’s not included in the 
Line 10 calculation. Hit F3 to confirm that Line 10 is intended to be blank.  
 
2. What is the amount on Line 13 of the Marketplace Affordability Worksheet? 
$1,992.  
 
3. Can Summer claim the affordability exemption for the year? 
Yes, because her annualized Marketplace premium of $1,992 for each month of the year is greater than the 
Affordability threshold of $1,047.  
 
She claims the exemption on Form 8965, Part III, by entering her name, SSN, and code A for the entire year.  
  

 
 
  



 

EXAMPLE 7 – FINCH  
 
1. On the Marketplace Affordability Worksheet, which family members are included in Line 1? What is the 
amount on Line 1? 
Mary Ellen, Jacob and Allison are included on Line 1. Jacob and Allison are included because they did not have an 
offer of employer-sponsored insurance and were not exempt (even though they both had insurance coverage). The 
amount on Line 1 is $1,066. 
 
2. On the Marketplace Affordability Worksheet, which family members are included in Line 10? What is the 
amount on Line 10?   
Only Mary Ellen is included on Line 10. Jacob and Allison are not included because they were enrolled in other 
coverage and were not eligible for a premium tax credit. Her SLCSP is $585. 
 
3. What is Mary Ellen's annualized premium (the result of the Marketplace Affordability Worksheet)? 
The result of the Marketplace Affordability Worksheet is $7,644. Carry this amount to every month on the 
Affordability Worksheet because Mary Ellen was uninsured and eligible for Marketplace insurance in each month.  
 

 
 
4. Is Mary Ellen eligible for the affordability exemption?  
Yes. Mary Ellen's annualized marketplace premium is greater than the affordability threshold on the Affordability 
Worksheet. Therefore, Mary Ellen qualifies for a Code A exemption.  
 
File Form 8965. In Part III, include Mary Ellen's full name, social security number and Code A for the full year.  
Make sure that the ACA Worksheet reflects that everyone had coverage or exemption for the entire year by marking 
the first bubble for each individual.   
 
5. What is the amount on Form 1040, Line 61? 
Line 61 is blank. Mary Ellen qualifies for exemption for every month she was uninsured. Complete Form 8965 and 
enter Code A for the entire year for Mary Ellen.  
  



 

EXAMPLE 8 – COOK 
 
1. Billy lived in Texas at the beginning of the year. Is he eligible for the exemption for residing in a state that 
did not expand Medicaid (Code G)? 
No, he doesn’t qualify because household income is higher than 138% FPL ($27,310 for a family of 3). (The federal 
poverty level can be found on page ACA-13 of Publication 4012.) Remember that for this exemption, Doug’s non-
taxable social security income is included in household income. That brings their household income to $41,200. The 
Code G exemption does not apply. If his household had income under 138% FPL, he would have been eligible for 
the exemption for the entire year, even though he lived in a non-expansion state for only part of the year.  
 
2. On the Marketplace Affordability Worksheet, who is included on Line 1 of the Marketplace Affordability 
Worksheet?  
Billy and Doug are included on Line 1. Neither had an offer of employer-sponsored coverage or qualified for an 
exemption. Mabel is not included on Line 1 because she had an offer of employer-sponsored coverage. (She would be 
excluded from Line 1 whether or not she enrolled in the coverage offered by her employer.) 
 
3. What is the amount on Line 1? 
We're testing two time periods: January through May, when Doug and Billy lived in different zip codes, and June 
through August, when Doug and Billy lived in the same zip code. Because Billy lived in two different zip codes, the 
amount on Line 1 is not consistent through the year, and we'll need to do two versions of the Marketplace 
Affordability Worksheet, one for each time period. Doug's LCBP is $491 per month for the whole time period. Billy's 

LCBP while he lived in Texas is $83 per month. His LCBP while 
living in Arizona was $104 per month.  
 
Therefore, the amount on Line 1 for the months January through 
May is $574. For June through August, it's $595. TWO 2015 
doesn’t allow multiple Marketplace Affordability Worksheets as of 
1/5/16. Complete the worksheet for the first time period, then re-
enter values for the second time period.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
4. On the Marketplace Affordability Worksheet, who is included on Line 10? 
No one! Doug and Mabel both have other coverage. Billy was eligible for Medicaid for the entire year, according to 
the facts. Line 10 is zero in both time periods.   
 
5. Is Billy eligible for an exemption based on affordability?   
Yes. The annualized premium for each month is greater than the affordability threshold of $1,771. File Form 8965. In 
Part III, enter Billy's name, social security number, and Code A for the months January though August.  
On the ACA Worksheet, select the first bubble for Billy because he had exemption or coverage all year.  

LCBP Doug Billy Total 
(Amt on 
Line 1) 

Jan $ 491 $ 83 $ 574 

Feb $ 491 $ 83 $ 574 

Mar $ 491 $ 83 $ 574 

Apr $ 491 $ 83 $ 574 

May $ 491 $ 83 $ 574 

June $ 491 $ 104 $ 595 

July $ 491 $ 104 $ 595 

Aug $ 491 $ 104 $ 595 



 

 
 
6. What is the amount on Form 1040, Line 61? 
Zero. There is no shared responsibility payment. 
 



 

EXAMPLE 9 – TESTER  
 
1. What is the net premium tax credit? 
$1,038. Complete Form 8962. On Line 9, answer No. (Because Form 1095-A includes only people whose exemption 
is claimed on the tax return, there is no shared allocation.) On Line 10, answer No because the amounts are not the 
same each month, due to the birth of their son. Enter the information from both Forms 1095-A into Lines 12-23. 
The net premium tax credit (Line 26) is the amount of additional PTC the taxpayer will receive. This amount transfers 
to Form 1040, Line 69. 
 

 

 



 

 
 
2. Is it necessary to complete Form 8965 to claim a coverage exemption? 
No. Roman had coverage in all of the full months after birth and his parents otherwise had coverage all year. On the 
ACA Worksheet, mark that they all had coverage all year. TaxWise should check the box on Form 1040, Line 61.   
 




